Model: MSH3000A/MSR3000A
DTV Multi Signal Generator
(Terrestrial, CATV)

MSH3000A/MSR3000A is all-in-one solution for DTV standard (Terrestrial and CATV system), can be installed more than 10 DTV standard as needed. Compact and low cost model, but standalone operation is possible without PC.
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【MSH3000A/MSR3000A】

(DTV Modulator)
- < Japan, Brazil >
- ISDB-T/Tb
- ISDB-Tmm
- ISDB-C
- < Europe, Asia >
- DVB-T/H
- DVB-C
- T-DMB/DAB/DAB+
- < USA >
- ATSC
- ITU-T J.83B
- < China >
- DTMB

(TS Generator)

TS File

eSATA

10MHz Reference

External TS input(ASI)
TS Output(ASI)

1000GB HDD

TS Transfer software

(RF Converter)
- RF Output Terminal: 50ohm (N-R)
- RF Output Frequency: 50MHz ~ 1002MHz (1Hz step)
- RF Output Level: -50dBm ~ +10dBm (0.1dB step)

(Interface)
- 10MHz reference input
- External TS input
- TS output
- TS CLK output
- Ethernet
- (10/100Base-Tx)
- eSATA
- *Option: GP-B

(Option)
- ATT (-110 ~ +5dBm)
- C/N (-10 ~ +40dB)
- eSATA cable
- eSATA-USB changer
- GP-B interface
- Carrying Handle
(Attached to the side panel of the device.)
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